Since 1996, Minesoft has been providing many of the world’s leading IP
law firms, patent attorney firms and corporate in-house IP departments
with the tools that allow them to effectively search, evaluate and monitor
patent information.
s technological developments proceed at an increasingly rapid
rate, the need to keep a close watch on patent information
becomes ever more urgent. Minesoft’s innovative online
services enable patent legal professionals to uncover and deliver
accurate information to their clients cost-effectively and efficiently.
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PatBase Express: the ideal firm-wide patent information solution
PatBase Express was developed by Minesoft and RWS Group in
partnership to offer an intuitive interface for searching global patent
information. This online, searchable patent database is used by patent
attorneys and agents to carry out vital patent search and analysis for
clients. Prior Art, Novelty or Infringement, and general technological
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or company searches can all be conducted with minimal training to
produce results with maximum impact.
Global coverage
Over 96 patent-issuing authorities are covered by the PatBase Express
database, and the collection comprises over 20 full text collections
including non-Latin full text from China, Japan and Korea. English
machine translated text, cross-lingual search tools specially developed
for patent searching (incorporating dictionary tools developed by
third parties such as WIPO) and on-demand machine translation
tools have all been incorporated to help overcome language barriers
and to enable a more exhaustive search. The PatBase Express user
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Advertorial - Patent software focus

Minesoft patent software
solutions delivering excellence

Advertorial - Patent software focus

Facing page: members of the Minesoft
Development team.
Above (clockwise from top right): an
intuitive PatBase Express record; Snapshot
analysis graph; Visual Explorer wheel.
interface itself is currently available in
English, French, German, Spanish, Japanese
and Chinese, making it ideal for international,
firm-wide use.
Intuitive search interface
Minesoft understands the complexities
involved in searching patent information,
and both the way the data is configured
behind the scenes and the user interface have
been designed to combat many of the
problems faced by patent professionals when
searching. Patents are grouped into family
records to avoid duplication and increase
efficiency, whilst the data is processed
according to the most stringent quality
control checks to ensure high quality.
The user-friendly interface of PatBase
Express is clean, modern and uncomplicated.
Search forms allow users to look up patent
numbers or search using keywords or
applicant names for example, and results can
be refined with one mouse-click to narrow
down by technology area (patent classification)
or by country with the Optimise tool.
PatBase Express records are concise with
keywords highlighted for quick review, and
useful links to look up legal status, view
citations, check patent registers and much
more.
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Impressive results
Retrieving relevant results is the first step,
but presenting them to the client effectively
is just as important. Flexible export formats
allow users to produce reports from PatBase
Express to suit requirements. Integrated
Analysis and Visualisation tools such as
Snapshot and the Visual Explorer produce
powerful, digestible graphical overviews
highlighting key trends. In the coming
weeks, an array of new patent analysis
capability is to be added, some of which is
completely new from Minesoft, making
PatBase Express the ideal solution for legal
users, business analysts and patent engineers
to carry out more intensive research and
analysis. PatBase Express accesses the same
data set as PatBase (Advanced), relied upon
by Patent Offices, Patent Search Firms and
Corporate Patent Departments worldwide.
PatentTracker: stress-free monitoring of
patent application status
Minesoft developed their PatentTracker tool
after hearing the same feedback time and
again from patent legal professionals – that
regular, manual checks of patent registers to
view the status of patent applications or
publications was difficult and hugely timeconsuming.
PatentTracker automates the process,
checking patent registers and sending alerts
by email, but only as and when any status
changes are detected. It is an effective, hasslefree way to closely monitor a variety of
detailed patent registers in Europe and

North America, or the full INPADOC patent
family (over 70 countries) and legal status
service (over 40 countries).
When changes in procedural patent data
are detected, an email is triggered and the
changes are highlighted in red. PatentTracker
reports are easy to read and can cover one
individual patent application or multiple
applications, forwarded weekly or monthly.
The tool includes a range of options and
management features, making the service
easy to use and administer. Each account
is assigned a personal archive for added
security and ease of use.
Try out PatBase Express or PatentTracker
PatBase Express and PatentTracker are
available via cost-effective annual subscription.
Demonstrations and Free Trials can be
organized by emailing info@minesoft.com
or calling +44(0)208 404 0651.
Visit https://www.patbase.com/express
and www.minesoft.com/patenttracker/ for
more information.
Minesoft, founded in London in 1996, has
become recognized as a leading name in the
patent information world, known for its
innovative patent search, workflow and delivery
tools. Winner of the Queen’s Award for
Enterprise in 2009, Minesoft has international
offices including UK, US, Germany, Israel and
India.
www.minesoft.com
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